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Lemon’s Lines: An intermittent production of divergent and often totally haphazard, 

incoherent and unrelated themes somewhat connected to the Old Geelong Football Club, 

with occasional historical snippets thrown in, compiled, but I’m not sure for how much longer, 

by Peter Lemon   2022 Ed 10.  Part 1.  29 July.  

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

==================================================================================================== 

Our teams wore black armbands last Saturday to support our 

tirelessly working Club Secretary and mega boundary umpire 

Jake Ward (100th game earlier this season) who very sadly lost 

his father a couple of days earlier.  

“Thanks Peter - I got plenty of messages from the players and 

coaches on Friday and Saturday which helped a lot.   

Also saw all the players were wearing black arm bands which I 

will show to my mother and sister.” 

 

==================================================================================================== 

Last Saturday 

The Under 23s received a forfeit from De La Salle, which was part of a less-than-exciting 

round, with three of the four matches in their section all being decided in the same manner! 

Whether this section can remain viable next year remains an open question, although with 

most of school and Uni holidays having pretty well concluded, we would at least expect most 

of the remaining four rounds to be effected on the field rather than by computers allocating 

points for and against. 

We’d sort of hoped that a number of U23 players might have turned up at Como to help with 

some of the match-day roles. We did get Coach Mickey Nicholls helping as Men’s Firsts’ 

Coaches’ Runner (how many possessive apostrophes can you have?) along with Liam Higgins, 

and Conor McDonnell running the boundary. 
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The Women’s side finally got some photographic exposure but finished their season with 

another close loss.  

 

 

And at least the drizzle stopped for a few minutes at game’s end to enable a fairly reasonable 

photo of our players, staff and volunteers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Perhaps a good thing the girls were sitting for a photo rather than for a painting. Those 

concrete steps would have become very cold very quickly. 
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The Men’s Reserves enjoyed a strong win, with Will Mcfarlane leading the way with eight 

goals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This week’s game is against Monash, with both sides level on points, but OGS a bit ahead on 

percentage.  

It and the Firsts’ game will also be the last in an unprecedented run of five consecutive home 

games at Como, the result of the ground resurfacing and unavailability earlier in the season.  

 

The Men’s Firsts. When your side wins by a point the game is described as a thriller. When 

you lose by a point, it is described as a gut-wrenching defeat. And unfortunately, the latter 

was the case here.  

(At least I do not also barrack for the Essendon Bombers, given their result the following day.)  
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Interestingly, the last time we played Parkdale at 

Como, in 2019, that game was decided in their 

favour by much the same margin when a set shot 

for goal after an OGS mark floated just a little 

wide for a behind. 

 

 

 

 

=================================================================================================== 

GGS and TGC football last Saturday 

Much of this report has been kindly provided by James Legoe. 

“The annual football derby (pronounced “darby”) between our two feeder schools, Geelong 

Grammar and Geelong College, had one of the biggest build-ups I can recall.  Both 1st XVIII 

boys’ teams were yet to register a win for the season despite putting in some gutsy 

performances against heavily loaded scholarship opponents.  

To kick proceedings off (pun intended?), the Derby Eve dinner was held at GMHBA stadium 

on Friday evening with around 380 in attendance.   

The OGFC was well represented with a table of past players including Jimmy Legoe, Tom 

Betts, Charlie Fairbairn, James Ratcliffe, Nick Waters, Simon O’Brien and our current 

President, Simon Bones.  
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Tom and Charlie at front were members of the OGFC 2005 Firsts’ Premiership side. Nick in the blue, no, 

he didn’t overbalance, at the Reserves Grand-final 2013. 

“Boner was tasked with raising some important funds for both the Newman and Carji Greeves 

Clubs as he took to the lectern and auctioned off some great prizes.” 

(Editorial Intervention: Simon Bones has for decades been a highly accomplished auctioneer 

in a number of fields. Rumours that ownership of GMHBA stadium and nearly all of its contents 

changed hands during the evening are being investigated.  

From press reports early November 2003: 

Simon Bones was expecting a willing crowd when the sale began at 11am. "I won't need to 

pull bids out of the Coke machine today," he said. 

Monogrammed carpet, rub-down tables, chairs, benches and fittings from the historic 

Melbourne Cricket Club Pavilion were auctioned in Melbourne. The auction, which raised 

about $600,000 for the Melbourne Cricket Club (MCC), came ahead of the 75-year-old stand's 

demolition, which begins this week.” 

And 2011, in relation to the old Royal Children’s Hospital: 

“That means everything inside the old building must go, 

from computers, stainless-steel trolleys and artwork from 

the hospital's collection to more bizarre items such as 

fridges formerly used to store blood, doctors' examination 

couches and CT scanners. 

Auctioneer Simon Bones, who is overseeing the sale for 

auction house Egans, said it was one of the more bizarre 

sales he had been involved in. 

"There's even a water treatment plant that was used in 

the dialysis area," Mr Bones said. 

"The building is being demolished so if it's not nailed 

down, we will sell it." 
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Back to Jim at Corio, 

“Saturday brought with it some typical Victorian winter weather.  Constant drizzle and ice-

cold conditions!  But that was not going to put a stop to GGS hosting seven football games on 

Biddlecombe, Chapel and Main ovals.  A ring of umbrellas bordered the boundary line as the 

main game got underway.  Ten minutes in and it looked like we were in for a large delay as 

the point post was taken out by one of the players –  

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CgaXKU0B3Qk/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=.   

Somehow the issue was resolved promptly with the post being re-erected in a matter of 

seconds and the game went on.  Conditions were slippery which took away from the high 

level of skill on display, but meant for a low scoring affair and with five minutes to go it was 

anyone’s game.  In the end, it was the Grammar prevailing by four points over the College 

with prospective AFL draftee, Ollie Hollands (GGS), being awarded the Peter Betts Memorial 

Trophy as best player on the ground.   

Closely behind him was Ollie Grodski (played three games with 

the OGFC during school holidays) who was awarded the next best 

and in doing so received an OGS football bag full of merchandise 

and paraphernalia. (Careful Ollie, we are monitoring E-bay.) Of 

equal importance was the efforts of the Spirit Leader, Charlie Fox 

(another to have played with the OGS during the holiday break) 

who led the chants from behind the goals all day. 

Meanwhile, the GGS girls continued on their merry way in 

beating Wesley to notch up their fourth consecutive victory. 

A great day all round with some seriously good talent on field that 

the OGS will be doing all they can to attract these players from both schools to Como Park in 

2023.” 

(Editorial comment: I have checked the long-range weather forecast on the Bureau of 

Meteorology website in relation to next year’s game at The Geelong College, whenever that 

is held. And whilst they say it is a little hard to be entirely precise this far out, there is a strong 

chance of it being a balmy 19 degrees, with not a drop of wind, nor a cloud in the sky.) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

More detail will be added in Part 2 next 

week. I very much apologise for the brevity 

of today’s notes. 

All photos Peter Lemon 

To contact this publication 

lemmododo@gmail.com 
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